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Computer Science Department, University of Karlsruke, Karlsruke, Germany 
In this paper context-free languages are investigated according to their 
ordering properties. For this end O(n)-grammars and languages are defined. 
It is shown that the class of O(O)-languages i identical with the well known 
sequential context-free languages. Furthermore, for each nonnegative integer n, 
the class ~r  ~ of O(k)-languages (k ~ n) is not empty. The most interesting 
characterization f nonsequential languages is by the complexity of the 
corresponding context-free expressions. It is proved that an arbitrary context- 
free language L belongs to the class ~r  ~ only if the minimal context-free 
expressions for L contain at most n + 1 auxiliary symbols. Finally, some un- 
decidability results for the complexity classes are established. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the Chomsky hierarchy, formal languages are classified according to 
certain standard forms of productions. Especially for context-free languages, 
there is a variety of well known subclasses which are obtained by underlying 
productions of a specialized context-free form. Another way to classify the 
set of all context-free languages i by establishing certain dependence r lations 
among the nonterminal symbols of context-free grammars. One possible 
approach has been given by Ginsburg and Rice (1962). In their paper the 
sequential context-free grammars have been defined. I t  has been shown that 
this grammatical concept yields a proper subclass of the set of all context-free 
languages and a proper superclass of the set of all regular languages. 
In this paper we first give a sharper characterization f sequential context- 
free languages and then show that there is an infinite hierarchy of nonsequen- 
tial context-free languages. In Section 3 we study the constructional complexity 
of sequential and non-sequential languages according to a special complexity 
measure for the corresponding context-free xpressions. The hierarchy of 
complexity classes related to this measure is proved to be connected with the 
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hierarchy of nonsequential l nguages. In Section 4, we collate some undecida- 
bility results for the above mentioned complexity measure, and, finally, 
Section 5 contains notes, comments and topics of further esearch. 
2. O(n)-GRAMMARS AND LANGUAGES 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar wkh the basic notions and results in 
the theory of context-free languages. 
A context-free grammar (CFG) G = (N, T, R, S) is said to be sequential 
if the variables in Ncan be ordered S = A1, Aa ,..., A~ such that ifAi ---* xA iy  
is a production in R, then j ~ i holds. The context-free language (CFL) 
generated by a sequential CFG is called a sequential language. Basic results 
concerning sequential languages can be found in Ginsburg and Rice (1962) 
and Shamir (1965). Let dCr s and ~q°rcF denote the family of all sequential 
languages (over an alphabet T) and the family of all context-free languages 
(over T), respectively. The following theorem is well known. 
THEOREM 1. The family ,LPT s is properly included in the family ~cF.  
Theorem 1 follows from the fact that the [CFL]L = {wdwRIw in 
(a*ba*ca*)*} cannot be generated by a sequential grammar. (The reverse of a 
word w is denoted by wR.) For details, the reader is referred to Shamir (1965). 
The purpose of this paper is to study the structural properties of the class 
~cF _ 5¢T s of all nonsequential CFL. To this end the following definitions 
are necessary. 
Let G = (N, T, R, S) be a CFG. A binary relation C> on N is defined as 
follows. For nonterminal symbols A and B the relation A ~> B holds, iff there 
exist x, y in (N td T)* such that A --~ xBy is a production in R. The relation 
is called dependence r lation and has been introduced in ~ulik (1962). 
Let ~>+ denote the transitive closure of the relation C>. 
In the sequel, the CFG G is assumed to be completely reduced, i.e., 
(i) G is reduced (there are no superfluous nonterminals); 
(2) R contains no production of the form A--+ B where-A, B are 
nonterminal symbols; 
(3) for all A in N -- {S} the relation A ~> A holds. 
For each CFG G generating a CFLL(G), a completely reduced CFG G' with 
L(G') = L(G) can be effectively constructed. The proof is quite straight- 
forward. 
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DEFINITION. Let S ~--A1, A 2 ,..., Ak be an enumeration of the non- 
terminal symbols of G. Then a word Ki -~ AilAi 2 "'" Ai m (over N) is called 
a dependence string of the nonterminal symbol A~ iff 
(1) Ai l=  S and Ai, ~ -~- A i ,  
(2) A~ t> Ai~ ~> "'" ~> A~,. , 
(3) Ai, :# Ai,., fo r j  :#j '  (1 ~ j  ~<j' ~< m). 
An arrangement 
zr : S = A 1 , A~ ,..., A~ 
of the nonterminal symbols of G is called ~>-arrangement iff j > i implies 
that the following condition is met: There exists at least one dependence 
string K i of A~ such that ] K s I >/ I Ki [ for all dependence strings Ki of A i . 
(The length of a word w is denoted by I w 1-) 
In the following, all nonterminal arrangements are assumed to be 
t>-arrangements. In order to classify sequential and nonsequential CFG 
we now introduce the notion of a nonsequential variable: Let 7r :S = 
A1, A2 .... , Ak be a ~>-arrangement of N. Then the start symbol S is called 
a nonsequential variable (NSV) iff there exists a nonterminal symbol A :/: S 
such that A ~ S holds. A nonterminal symbol A i is said to be an NSV 
(according to zr) iff for each nonterminal symbol B with Ai ~> B there exists 
a nonterminal symbol Aj with j > i such that Aj D B also holds. Define 
k(~r) = card{A in N[  A is an NSV according to zr}, 
k(G) = min{k(zr) [ ~r is a ~>-arrangement of N}, 
k(L) = min{k(G) I G is a CFG generating L). 
Let n be a nonnegative integer. A CFG G is said to be an O(n)-grammar iff 
k(G) = n .  A CFLL  is said to be an O(n)-language iffk(L) ~- n. In the sequel, 
.~ar~ denotes the family of all O(k)-languages (over T) with k ~< n. 
At first we characterize sequential languages by means of the foregoing 
definitions. 
LEMMA 1. I f  G ~ (N, T, R, S) is a sequential grammar, then for each 
~>-arrangement 7r : S -~ At ,  A z ,..., Ak of N the relation A~ L> Aj implies 
j>~i. 
Proof. Assume that there is a D-arrangement zr : S ~ A1, An ,..., A~ 
such that for nonterminal symbols A~ and A~ (i > j) A~ ~> Aj holds. Then, 
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by definition, there exists a dependence string Ki of Ai such that I Ki  I /> ]Kj l  
for all dependence strings K s of A j .  Hence, Ki contains a subword A s "" At ,  
i.e., As I> + At holds. But then G cannot be sequential, a contradiction. 
THEO~M 2. £-q~r ° = ~c-Wrs. 
Pro@ It  is sufficient to show that for an arbitrary CFG G, k(G) = 0 
implies that G is a sequential grammar. Let k(G)= 0 and 7r :S  = 
A 1 , A s ,..., A~ be a ~>-arrangement of he nonterminal symbols of G. Assume 
that G is not sequential. Hence there are nonterminal symbols A~I and Ai~ 
such that All ~> Ai2 and i~ < i 1 . Ai~ is not an NSV; therefore, there exists 
an Aq such that Ai~ t> Ai~ and for no A s ( j  > is) the relation A~ C> At 3 
holds. Then i 3 < is according to zr. At~ is not an NSV. The successive 
application of the above argument yields a sequence, 
S =- A i , ,  Ai,~_ 1,..., Ai~, Aq 
of nonterminal symbols where Ai. 1 t> Ai; for 2 ~< j ~< n. Hence S is an 
NSV, a contradiction. 
By definition, the families of O(n)-languages (over a fixed alphabet T Mth 
more than one letter) form a hierarchy 
c c . . .  c c c . . . .  
Next, we consider the question whether this hierarchy is infinite. By the 
following theorem, we obtain the stronger esult that for each nonnegative 
integer n the family ~q~r n is nonempty; i.e., there are no gaps in the above 
hierarchy. For the sake of lucidity we take a fixed terminal alphabet T with 
card (T) ----- 4 as a basis, say T = {a, b, c, d}. 
THEOREM 3. For each nonnegative integer n there exists an O(n)-language 
L~ C (a, b, c, d}*. 
Proof. The proof is by induction. Clearly, the languageL o = {arab m { m >7 0} 
is a sequential Ianguage, hence L o is in ~T °- 
For n ~ 1, consider the language 
t )*t L~ : wdw R "= (a*ba*ca*)+(a*b2a*c2a*)+... (a*bia*cia*)+ . 
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(For a language L, L+ = L* -- {~} where ~ denotes the empty word.) In the 
following, we show that k(Ln) = n. 
(1) Let n = 1. Then we have 
L 1 = (wdw R [ w ~ (a*ba*ca*)*}. 
By a previous remark, L 1 cannot be generated by a sequential grammar; hence, 
by Theorem 2, k(L~)/> 1. Let G~ = (N~, T, R1, S) where N~ = {S, A, B, C} 
and R 1 = {S -+ d, S --~ aAa, S ~ bBb, A -+ aAa, ./1 --~ bBb, B -+ aBa, 
B ~ cSc, B -+ cCc, B ~ cdc, C -+ aCa, C --... aSa}. rrl: S, A ,  B, C is a 
D-arrangement of N 1 and S is the only NSV according to 7 h . Thence, 
k(La) ~ 1. 
CFG G~ = (2) Let n > 1. We construct a completely reduced 
(N~, T, R~, S) with k(G~) = n and L~ = L(G~). Let 
and 
N ,~={S,C)  t ){A~l l  ~<i~<n}u{B~l l  ~<i~<n} 
Rn = {S -+ d, S --~ aAla, S --~ bBlb , A 1 ~ aAla  , A 1 --~ bB1b ,
B 1 --~ aBla, B 1 --~ cSc, B 1 --~ cCc, B I --~ cA~c, B 1 --~ cdc} 
k9 {A~ --~ aAta, A i  ~ b~B~b i, B i  --~ aBia, Bi  --~ dA id ,  
Bi  ~ ciSc i, B i  --~ ciCc i, B i  --+ ciAi+~c i,
B i - -~ ride t I 2 ~ i <~ n- -  1} 
t) {A,~ ~ aA~a, A~ -+ b'B~b ~, B~ - *  aB~a, B~ -~ c~A~c n, 
Bn -~ c~Sc n, Bn ~ c~Cc n, Bn "-+ cndc ~} 
t.) {C -+ aCa, C --~ aSa}. 
~r~ : S, A 1 , B 1 , A 2 , B 2 ,..., As ,  B~, C is a D-arrangement of N~ which is 
minimal according to k(-). Therefore, k(L~) <~ n. 
It remains to show that for each CFG G~' generating Ln,  k(Gn') >/n holds. 
Assume now that for all Lj with 0 ~ j ~< n --  1, k(Lj) = j  holds. Let G~' be 
an arbitrary completely reduced CFG generating L~. Obviously, we have the 
proper inclusion 
L~_I CL~. 
Let z be in L~ - -  L~_ 1 . Then there exist words xl,  x2 in T* such that z 
has the form 
£. ~ wdw R ~- xlx 2 dx2RxI g, 
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where w = xlx~, z' = xflxl  R is in Ln_l, and x~ is in 0 = (a*bna*cna*)+Q ' 
with 
Q' C- (~  (a*ba*ca*)+ "" (a*b'a*c'a*)+) 
Furthermore, by our induction hypothesis, z and z' may have been chosen 
such that for a derivation of z' according to G~' at least n --  1 NSV's are 
necessary. For an arbitrary ~>-arrangement ~r of the nonterminal symbols of 
G~', the set of these NSV's is denoted by F n . Clearly, there exists a non- 
terminal symbol A S which is not rewritable in derivations (according to G~') 
of words in L~_ 1 and, hence, is not in F~. Furthermore, G~' contains a 
production of the form 
d,~ -+ xb~uB~vb~y. 
Because of the q--operation i  (2, there is also a production of the form 
B n ~ x'cnu'/InV'cnw" 
in G~'. As G~' is completely reduced, d~ is an NSV according to ~. Thus, 
k(G~') >/n. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
As a consequence of Theorem 3 we can derive the result that the class 
G,¢ cF --~qfT s has a nested structure in the sense that there is an infinite 
hierarchy (without any gaps) of families of nonsequential languages between 
the classes ~:r s and c,¢cF. 
3. THE CONSTRUCTIONAL COMPLEXITY OF O(~t)-LANGUAGES 
In this section we give a characterization f O(n)-languages by means of the 
complexity of their corresponding context-free expressions. 
It is well known that a regular set can be defined by a regular expression, i.e., 
a formula involving the so called Kleene operations of union, concatenation 
and the star operation. Regular expressions are very convenient to describe 
finite state operations. In 1971 three essentially equivalent models have been 
developed in order to denote arbitrary context-free languages. For details, 
the reader is referred to Gruska (1971a), Yntema (1971) and McWhirter 
(1971). 
For a short definition of context-flee expressions we use Gruska's formalism 
involving the operations of union, concatenation and symbol iteration. 
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DEFINITION. Let V be an alphabet, L, M, N formal anguages over V and 
let a in V. 
(1) The a-substitution of N in M, denoted by MaN,  is defined by 
MaN = {w ~ x ly lx  2 .'. xkykx~+ 1 I xlcrx~ "'" X~crX~+z in M, 
a does not occur in x~ "" XkXk+l and Yi in N, 1 ~< i ~ k}. 
(2) The a-iteration of L, denoted by L% is defined by 
L ~ = {w I w in L u LaL U LaLaL U "'" and a does not occur in w}. 
TrlEOREM 4. The class £pcF is closed under the operation of union, concatena- 
tion and symbol iteration. 
On the other hand, each CFL can be represented by the above operations. 
For the proof of Theorem 4 and some further algebraic properties of the 
substitution operation, the reader is referred to Salomaa (1973). 
By means of Theorem 4, we can now define context-free expressions in a 
way which is slightly different from Gruska's method. 
DEFINITION. Let T (terminal alphabet) and I (auxiliary alphabet) be 
disjoint alphabets. 
(1) If  ~ denotes the empty set, then ~ and all a in T u {E} are context- 
free expressions (CFE's). 
(2) I f  E and F are CFE's and E(a) is obtained from E by inserting the 
auxiliary symbol a into one or more strings of E, then E U F, EF and (E(a)) ° 
are CFE's. 
(3) No expression is a CFE, if it is not obtained from (1) and (2) in a 
finite number of steps. 
EXAMPLE. The CFL L = {anbma~bn ] n, m ~ 0} can be denoted by the 
CFE 
E = (aab U b(b~a u E)*a u e) ~. 
Notation. I f  E is a CFE, then (E)  denotes the CFL represented by E. 
Construction 1. Given a CFG (7 = (N, T, R, a), a CFE E representing 
L(G) can be easily constructed in the following way. Let 
~r : a~(x l~o~. . . , c~ n 
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be a D-arrangement of the nonterminal symbols of G such that k(~-) -- k(G). 
Recursively, we define the following expressions: 
E~.n= U u (1 ~i~n) ,  
Et,~_l = (Ei.~)~(E~,~)~k (i < k ~< n). 
As stated in Gruska (1971a), it can be shown that L(G)~-<(E1.1)">. I f  
E ----- (E1,1) ~ is additionally reduced according to the number of auxiliary 
symbols, which occur in E, without altering the structure of E, then E is called 
a reduced CFE (associated to G). 
Remark. I f  a CFE E is given by the above construction, it can be easily 
determined whether one and the same auxiliary symbol may be used in E on 
different levels of iteration. In our previous example, for instance, the atLxiliary 
symbol a may be replaced by a without altering the language denoted by E. 
Also, it should be clear that, given a CFE E, there is a method to construct a
CFG G withL(G) = {E). 
CFE's may be classified both according to the number of descriptional 
elements and according to the properties of their inherent iteration structure. 
The following definition is basic to such characterizations. 
DEFINITION. Let ~r  cF be the class of all CFE's (over the terminal 
alphabet T). The constructional complexity according to a criterion • is 
defined to be a mapping 
K:~C~D~,  
where M denotes the nonnegative integers. For a CFL L let 
K(L) = min{K(E) J E :L : {E>). 
A study of constructional complexity measures and complexity classes can be 
found in Cremers (1972). 
For the purpose of this paper, we are only interested in one special criterion 
of constructional complexity: Given a CFE E, SYMB (E) is defined to be the 
number of auxiliary symbols which occur in the corresponding reduced CFE. 
By our previous remark, SYMB (E) can be effectively determined for each 
CFE E. We now characterize O(n)-languages by means of the criterion 
SYMB: 
THEOREM 5. Let n be a nonnegative integer. An arbitrary CFLL  belongs 
to the class ~q~T  only if SYMB (L) ~ n + 1. 
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Pro@ It  is sufficient o show that, given a completely reduced CFG G = 
(N, T, R, S) and a reduced CFE E associated to G, 
SYMB (E) ~< k(G) + 1 
holds. 
Let rr : S = A 1 , As ,.-., Az be a t>-arrangement of N such that k(rr) = k(G). 
Let the expressions Ej, z be defined as in Construction 1. I f  p~ ~< 1 variables 
occur in E~.~, then pr auxiliary symbols are needed to construct E~,~. Now 
the auxiliary symbol cq associated to A z can be used again (in the case 
p, < 1) for the representation of Ez-l,~ ,..., EI,, • Hence, if in E,_~,z there are 
P~-I >/ 1 "new" variables which do not occur in E~.~, we need P~-I - -  1 new 
auxiliary symbols. I f  P,-1 = 0, the symbol a~ is saved and can be used later 
on. This construction is carried on for Er_2, ~ ,..., EI,~, analogously. 
I f  the variable A~, belonging to E¢,~ (i' < l) is an NSV, then there is 
already an auxiliary symbol which has been associated to Ai' in the construc- 
tion of an expression Ei~, (i' < i"). Hence, for the construction of the 
reduced CFE E, there are needed altogether 
SYMB(E) ~< E-P~-  ( l -  1) + k(a) 
i= l  
auxiliary symbols provided that S c>+S. In this case ~i=lP i - - - - l ,  and, 
therefore, SYMB (E) ~< k(G) + 1 holds. Otherwise both 
SYMB(E) ~< E P, - -  (l - -  2) + k(G) 
i= l  
and Y~i=x Pi -~ l - -  1 hold, and, consequently, SYMB (E) <~ k(G) -}- 1 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
In the next theorem we show that, for languagesL in ~r  n, the upper bound 
for SYMB (L) given in Theorem 5 cannot be improved. 
THEOREM 6. Let T = {a, b, e, d}. For each nonnegative integer n there is an 
O(n)-language L n over T such that SYMB (L~) = n + 1. 
Proof. For 1 ~ i< j<nwedef ine  
M(i , j )  = (a*bia*da*) + "'" (a*bJa*da*) +. 
For m >~ 1 let 
N~ = M(i  I , Jl) "'" M(i~,, j~), 
where ix = 1, i~ < jk-1 for k = 2,..., m. 
Now we define a language Ln which is slightly different from the language 
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used in the proof of Theorem 3: Let L~ = (J~>~l (wdwn [ w in N,~}. A formal 
proof, that SYMB (L.) = n + 1, would be rather tedious and lengthy; the 
idea, however, should be clear by the following arguments. 
L n is an O(n)-language. Modify the grammar of Theorem 3 by adding the 
set of productions {Bi --~ ciA~c i t 2 ~ l < i, 2 ~ i ~ n}. The resulting 
grammar G~ generates L n . Furthermore, k(Gn) = k(L~) -~ n, and for a 
reduced CFE E.,~ associated to Gn, SYMB (En) = n + 1 holds. 
Since there are words in L~ containing subwords of the form (a*bna*c~a*) +.
(a*bia*cia*)+ for all i, 1 ~ i ~ n, each CFG for L~ either has productions 
B n --~ XlSy 1 and B~ --~ x iAiy i , 2 ~ i ~ n, where B~ is a nonterminal symbol 
introducing subwords of the form a*c~a * and A i are nonterminal symbols 
introducing subwords of the form a*bia * (in this case an expression 
E ~ U~w w according to Construction 1 must contain at least n + I 
auxiliary symbols), or there are different nonterminal symbols B(~ ) and 
productions ~(x) R(i~ "On -~ UlZfJl , --~z ---> uiAig)i (then we need different auxiliary 
symbols for S, the nonterminal symbols A i (2 ~< i ~ n) and at least one 
auxiliary symbol for the B~)). 
Note. The language L~ in the above proof is a linear language. 
4. DECIDABILITY RESULTS 
Let G = (N, T, R, S) be a completely reduced CFG and D the dependence 
relation as defined in Section 2. Let D * denote the reflexive and transitive 
closure of the relation D. 
DEFINITION. Let A, B in N. d and B are said to be equivalent, denoted 
by A ~ B, iff A ~>* B and B D* A. Let N/~ = {M 1 ,..., M,,} denote the 
set of equivalence classes of N (according to ~).  
As in Gruska (197Ib) we define 
Depth(G) = max{card(Mi) I 1 ~ i ~ n} 
Depth(L) = rain{Depth(G) I G :L = L(G)}. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let L be an infinite CFL. Then SYMB(L) = 1 i f  and only 
i f  Depth(L) = 1. 
Proof. Clearly, Depth(L) -- 1 iffL is a sequential language. By Theorems 2 
and 5, an infinite CFL L can be denoted by a CFE with only one auxiliary 
symbol iff L is sequential. 
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The following Lemma by Gruska (1971b) is now needed in order to derive 
some undecidability results for the criterion SYMB. 
LEMMA 2. (1) / t  is undecidable for an arbitrary CFGG,  whether 
Depth(L(G)) -- 1 holds or not. 
(2) It is undecidable for an arbitrary CFG G, whether Depth(G)= 
Depth(L(G)) holds or not. 
By Proposition 1and Lemma 2, we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. (1) For an arbitrary CFE E, there is no algorithm to determine 
SYMB((E~). 
(2) For an arbitrary CFE E, there is no algorithm to construct a CFE E' 
such that (E ' )  =- (E )  and SYMB(E') = SYMB((E)). 
(3) It is undecidable for an arbitrary CFE E, whether SYMB(E)= 
SYMB((E)) holds or not. 
5. NOTES 
A CFLL  can be described by systems of simultaneous equations which 
essentially reflect a production system generating L. Sequential languages 
are obtained from systems of equations in which elimination of variables is 
possible. For a CFG G and an associated reduced CFE E, the auxiliary 
symbols of E correspond to those variables of G which cannot be eliminated 
in the corresponding systems of equations. In this sense, the criterion SYMB 
measures the structural complexity of CFL's. 
In Gruska (1971a) the question is raised, whether there is a natural number k
such that, according to Gruska's model of CFE's, all CFL's can be represented 
by expressions which do not contain more than k auxiliary symbols. Theorem 6
in Section 3 gives the negative answer to this question. 
In order to establish a full theory of constructional complexity of formal 
languages, both a theory of formal expressions and a study of concrete 
complexity measures are needed. For this purpose, in Cremers (1972) 
recta-context-free expressions are defined, by which so called vector languages 
can be characterized. The class of vector languages properly contains all 
CFL's and is properly included in the family of all matrix languages, el. 
Cremers and Mayer (1972). It would be nice if we had such formal expressions 
also for larger classes of languages. In Cremers (1972) several complexity 
measures of CFE's and meta-CFE's are defined and studied. But, naturally, 
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it would be interesting to have further classifications of formal languages, 
especially by measures for grammars which are as closely related to measures 
for expressions as SYMB. 
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